[Embryo quality evaluation according to the speed of the first cleavage after IntraCytoplasmic Sperm Injection (ICSI)].
To evaluate morphological parameters of embryos obtained in the process of ICSI. A prospective study. Centre of Assisted Reproduction, Dept. of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Palacký University Medical School, Olomouc. In the present study 1116 embryos developing after ICSI (IntraCytoplasmic Sperm Injection) procedure in the period of 2001-2004 were evaluated. The beginning of the mitotic cleavage was assessed within the interval of 22-27 hours after insemination. The embryos were divided into three groups according to the speed of their division as Early Cleavage (EC) embryos, where two blastomeres were present at the time of assessment, Break Down ProNuclei stage (BDPN) where the pronuclei had already disappeared, and ProNuclei (PN) embryos, where both pronuclei were still present. In these groups the degree of fragmentation was evaluated on day two of cultivation and embryos were divided into four categories as: A--regular blastomeres, without fragmentation, B--irregular blastomeres or fragmentation below 30%, C--fragmentation 30-50%, D--fragmentation above 50%. The speed of further cleavage and average number of blastomeres were evaluated on day two and three of cultivation. Statistical analysis was preformed at the Palacky University Computer Centre. The chi2 test and t-test for independent samples were used. EC embryos were found in 37.4%, BDPN in 33.1% and PN in 29.5%. The degree of fragmentation between evaluated groups of embryos were statistically significant (p = 0.000). EC embryos were less fragmented (p = 0.000), had more blastomeres at the time of evaluation (p = 0.000) and their speed of cleavage was faster (p = 0.000). The cleavage of EC embryos was faster in comparison with the PN group (p = 0.000), but there were no significant differences between the EC and BDPN groups on day two of cultivation. On day three significant differences were found also between the EC and BDPN groups (p = 0.000). The embryonic developmental arrest was found only in PN embryos. The speed of the first cell cleavage is a useful additional criterion for the embryo selection for embryotransfer. EC embryos usually have better morphology and more blastomeres than the BPDN and PN ones.